
ORGANIZATION
Rugby is one of the most popular sports in South Africa and has been growing in popularity in 
other African countries, with Morocco, Kenya, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Ivory Coast and others having 
impressive results. 

Rugby Africa is the administrative body for rugby union across Africa, including 38 member nations. 
It runs several rugby tournaments for national teams, including the Rugby Africa Cup which is the 
main 15-a-side competition for African national teams. In 2019, Rugby Africa (RugbyAfrique.com) 
initiated the new Rugby Africa Cup (RAC) international rugby union tournament in a format that 
was “easier to follow for spectators and more inclusive for teams across the continent”. 

THE CHALLENGE
Leading South African digital sports content 
company Moonsport received the brief from 
Rugby Africa to help stream elimination stage 
games across Africa. Moonsport needed a 
cost-effective, premium solution and looked 
at partnering with LiveU after rigorous 
testing, having seen LiveU’s successful live 
sports productions in South Africa, such as 
the Absa Cape Epic mountain bike stage race 
and Ballito Pro surf competition. 

LiveU offered a high-quality and reliable 
solution at a far lower cost than using satellite 
technology – with minimal crew and no need 
for an OB truck.

Bringing Rugby Africa Live to 
Millions of Fans Across the 
Continent



PORTABLE AND 
INTUITIVE
“The whole advantage of LiveU is that you’re 
simply flying to a venue, you plug your camera 
into the pack, and you turn the pack on.” 

Trent Key, Managing Director, Moonsport

SEAMLESS PRODUCTION
“We never had any latency issues. All 
cameras were always in sync. From a video 
side, we had full communication with the 
camera crew and that is fantastic… The 
REMI studio will allow Moonsport to take on 
more than one production on a daily basis.” 

Wayne Van Schalkwyk, Studio Engineer, Moonsport

“Using LiveU as a source camera feed to a studio thousands of kilometers 
away was definitely an incredible experience, It’s really opened my eyes and 
swayed me – it’s a game-changer that’s going to alter broadcasting forever.”

Gavin Carter, Director, Moonsport

SOLUTION: LIVE FROM EVERY ANGLE  
Moonsport deployed LiveU’s flagship LU600 HEVC field units and multi-camera remote production 
(REMI) solution to deliver the live coverage straight to Facebook. LiveU’s remote at-home (REMI) 
solution with its Precision Timing™ enabled the live streams to be sent completely synched to 
Moonsport’s main studio in Cape Town, with extremely low delay. LiveU’s Audio Connect capabilities 
were used to provide two-way voice communication from the station to the field and back. 



THE RESULTS: INCREASED ONLINE VIEWS  
The live feeds were streamed online, engaging rugby fans across the continent following their 
home teams and other teams live. Allowing the content to reach just under half a million people.  

The group stage is planned for June-July of 2020. With the current COVID-19 pandemic, there is, 
of course, a lot of uncertainty. However, live video streaming will play a key role, whenever and 
wherever the games take place. 

HIGH QUALITY LIVE 
STREAM
“The excitement when those first images 
came through; they were clean, they 
were crisp, sharp and it worked. It was 
hugely exciting... it is the future of sports 
broadcasting on every level.”

Ilana Gordon, Graphics Director, Moonsport

Summarizing the experience, Trent Key said:

“The delivery and the production itself surprised many. People that didn’t 
know that we were filming from 5,000 kms or so away wouldn’t know the 
difference and to us that is the success of this product.”
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